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Cristina: 

- in the agenda there is a new link with a build done with a new etics-client that 

contain details of problems  regarding the components and not only the external 

dependencies; 

- during the last week more problems were solved; the last errors should be solved 

in the next nightly-build 

- did modification on the configurations for PT that didn’t acted on them – a 

complete log will be made available in the twiki, containing the changes done 

- there are PT that are still using STATIC dependencies or define .DEFAULT 

Properties – this is not permited and it is documented also in the 

Configuration&Integration Guidelines – after the meeting a list with components 

that have this problems will be made available, so the corresponding PTs are 

requested to correct them. 

 

REPORT from PTs: 

 

ARC (Martin): 

- build are working; waiting for the resolution of the gridsite-core problem (on 

globus) 

- lfc it’s still not present? 

- Pedro – the lfc-devel is present under the emi.lcgdm subsystem 

AMGA: 

- no one present; 

- separate build for them – the problem is with unixodbc, already communicated to 

Lorenzo 

ARGUS (Valery): 

- all components are building 

- why on the nb reports there are not present all the components? 

- Cristina – if not all the components are checked-out the build doesn’t start 

- No dependency on globus as it gets used the globus installed on the build-

machine, from EPEL 

APEL: 

- no one present 

- the configurations were modified to solve the “moduleName” problem 

- builds will be done to check the situation 

DM (Pedro): 

- major update on all the DPM, LFC, FTS configurations; checked all problems 

- following the progress on the nightly –build  to see if there are problems and try 

to correct them 



dCache (Owen): 

- progress during the last week; 

- for dcap - issues on dependencies forwarded to Cristina & Lorenzo, but are still 

not working; 

- nothing is put in the HEAD configuration – that’s why there are no errors in the 

nb for dCache 

- for the dcache-server – Christian – building with etics-client locally, choosing the 

dependencies and installing them locally, but as soon as trying to use the OS 

defaults there were problems 

DGAS: 

- no one present; 

- communication via e-mail; 

- they have problems on the today build 

CESNET Security/L&B: 

- no one present; 

JobManagement (Paolo): 

- no news since the last week – work was done for the c++ components, ASAp wil 

provide new configuration for the glite-build-common-cpp that contains the m4-

macros that have to be changed to adapt to the new globus 

StoRM (Riccardo): 

- some components are currently building (dynamic-information-provider, gsi-

gridftp, storm-frontend); 

- for the other components – confident to finish this week 

VOMS (Vincenzo): 

- send a couple of e-mails with details about the changes in the new components 

with respect to the old ones – so many people should change their configurations; 

- the library change the name from libvomsc to libvomsapi 

- observed an error on the way the client of the voms are build, they contain wrong 

dependencies – this will be fixed 

- advice PT that had dependencies on voms before to pay attention to the e-mails 

that he send if they want to be able to build correctly their components  

UNICORE: 

- Bjorn send his report: the UNICORE Gateway configuration is done; 

UNICOREX and Registry configurations have been created, but don't fully work 

yet. As both these components have been distributed in a different fashion up until 

now, some work has to be done to make them more conforming to ETICS and 

Linux Distribution rules. 

 

Owen: 

- the remote builds are taking a lot of time 

- could the number of build-machines be increased? 

Lorenzo: 

- since last week one more machine was added – now there are 2 

 

Cristina: 

- for the enxt EMT would like to start discussing about EMI-1 and Release Criteria 



 

 

 


